
Spellings 
Year 2

Summer 2

Week 2



after eye only
again fast parents
any father pass
bath find past
beautiful floor path
because gold people
behind grass plant
both great poor
break half pretty
busy hold prove
child hour should
children improve steak
Christmas kind sugar
class last sure
climb many told
clothes mind water
cold money who
could most whole
door move wild
even Mr would
every Mrs
everybody old

These are the Year 2 common 
exception words.
Our children are expected to 
be able to read and spell these 
words by the end of Year 2.



Spellings for week 2

many  mind   money   most   move   Mr   Mrs

Use look, say, cover, write, check to practise learning these spelling words

Spelling word Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Attempt 4

many

mind

money

most

move

Mr Mrs



Mrs Brady has jumbled up this weeks spelling words can you 
work out how they should be spelt.

eynmo __________                rM _______

evmo __________                sMr _______

dinm __________

stom __________

naym __________

many  mind   money   most   move   Mr   Mrs



Try this strategy to practise your spellings 





Sentence Types
Which type of punctuation is needed for these 
sentences?Statement – e.g. This is my new house 

Question – e.g. Are you feeling better

Exclamation – e.g. How amazing is that

Command – e.g. Go and sit down

question mark (?)

exclamation mark (!)

full stop (.)

exclamation mark or 
a full stop



Sentence Types
Statements are sentences that tell you something, like a fact. They should 
contain a verb and a noun and end in a full stop. 

Command sentences tell you to do something, they start with an 
imperative or bossy verb. They may end in a full stop or an 
exclamation mark.

Exclamation sentences begin with What or How. They end in an 
exclamation mark.

Questions are sentences that ask you something. They end in a 
question mark.



Task 1



Task 1

Were you
right?



Task 2    What type of sentence is it?  
Ring the correct answer and add the correct punctuation mark.

1. Watch the juggler___                     command     exclamation     question     
statement

2. What a brave knight he is __            command     exclamation     question     
statement

3. I love this show ____                     command     exclamation     question     
statement

4. Are we going to sit at the front ___    command     exclamation     question     
statement

5. The juggler is wearing green ___        command     exclamation     question     
statement

6. How exciting was that ___               command     exclamation     question     
statement

.



Task 3 Look carefully at the picture. Write 4 different types of sentence about it.
For example – What a huge foot he has!  (exclamation)

1. Statement   
____________________________________________

2. Question   
_____________________________________________

3. Exclamation  
_____________________________________________

4. Command  
_____________________________________________

*Remember to use the correct punctuation.



Task 4    Now try these SATs style questions






